
Solving Complex Equations

Definition:
A Distribution Equation is an equations with a two-
part number in parentheses which is multiplied.

Strategy: We solve by distributing the multiplier
both values inside the parentheses, we combine like-
terms, and use opposite-operations. We usually
expect one solution.

Distribution Examples: In both cases I began my solving by multiplying the
number to the left of the parentheses by both numbers
inside the parentheses. After multiplying, I combined
like-terms and finished using opposite operations.

Definition:
An Exponential Equation is an equation which
contains at least one base being raised to the power
of ‘x.’ In our class, the x-value will be a whole
number.

Strategy: We solve by isolating the base and its
variable-exponent. We isolate the base and its
exponent using opposite operations. After this
isolation we seek out the exponent which makes a
true statement from a short-list of powers of the base. 

Exponential Examples: In both examples we began, as our strategy stated, by
removing the number being added or subtracted from
the base-and-exponent. Having done this, we divided
off the multiplier leaving the base-and-exponent
lonely. A quick glance at a list of multipliers revealed
the matching ‘x.’

Definition:
A Quadratic Equation is an equation which has at
least one x2 in it. We usually expect two solutions
(they are the roots).

Strategy: We solve a quadratic equation, usually, by
simplifying the equation to a three-part number
(trinomial), equaling zero, and then factoring. This
yields two factors which then reveal the roots
according to the zero-product-property. It is also
possible to solve using the quadratic formula. We
usually expect two solutions.

Quadratic Examples: In both examples we began by subtracting the
useless right-side number away to get the all-
important “=0.” From this point we targeted the
leading coefficient and divided the entire equation
by it (even the zero). This left us a nice trinomial to
factor. Having seen the factors we assigned the
roots, which are the solutions.



Definition:
An Absolute-Value Equation is an equation with a
variable inside absolute-value brackets, measuring
a distance to zero. We usually expect two solutions.

Strategy: We solve an absolute-value equation first
by isolating the bracket–this is done using opposite-
operations. Once the bracket is by itself, we break the
equation into a positive and a negative version,
simultaneously, while dropping the brackets. Both
solutions are then solved for using opposite
operations. We expect two solutions.

Absolute-Value Examples: In both examples we began by adding the required
number to make a term disappear and then by
dividing, leaving the bracket alone. Once done we
dismissed the brackets but found a positive and
negative version of the equation shown inside the
brackets. We found two solutions for each using
opposite operations.

Definition:
A Radical Equation is an equation with a variable
inside a radical bracket. We usually expect one
solution.

Strategy: We solve a radical equation by isolating
the radical bracket using opposite operations. Once
isolated, the bracket is squared away (the opposite
side too is squared) and the remaining equation can
be simplified. We expect one solution.

Radical Examples: As our strategy indicated, we began by subtracting
away confusing values outside the brackets.
Division was necessary for the right. Both
equations were then squared, removing the bracket
and solved for ‘x’ using very basic equation-
solving-skills.



Definition:
A Proportion Equation is an equation in which two
fractions are set equal to each other and in which
there is at least one variable. We usually expect one
solution.

Strategy: We solve by cross-multiplying the top-left
by the bottom right (by two parts if necessary) and
then by cross-multiplying the top-right by the bottom-
left (again by two parts if necessary). We isolate the
‘x’ by using opposite operations. We usually expect
one solution.

Proportion Examples: In both examples we began by cross-multiplying the
one-part number (monomial) by both parts of the
two-part number (binomial). The cross multiply
resulted in a very ordinary equation which we solved
using opposite operations.

A Complex-notation Equation is an equation in
which a number’s [decimal] value is concealed as a
fraction, an absolute-value, an exponent, or a
radical.

Strategy: Our strategy is really simple in these
examples. We convert each piece of non-decimal
number into easily handled decimals (I am
rounding to hundredths). After this we combine
like-terms and use opposite operations.

Complex-notation Examples: In both examples we saw that we were left with a
number of x’s and four sets of decimals. We had to
spend a step combining, but then it was a matter of
simple adding and subtracting, completed with a
division step.


